
BESJ Teamweekend 2012

Here you can find all the articles and posts that were created
at the BESJ Teamweekend 12 in Huttwil. We wish you a lot of
fun trying them out

Posts of the Jungschar leaders day

Building a tower out of wood (Tower of Babel)
Disguise (how to make a good disguise with simple resources like linen cloth that is versatile)
soap, bath salts, make body oil and salves (Esther, wellness program at camps, etc.)
weaving (Jacob makes a robe for Joseph, woven fabrics)
Weaving a basket (Moses' child, made from strips of paper)
Baking bread (as an alternative (to) snake bread)
Lighting fires at the altar (Elijah) or fireplaces in general
Build dwarf huts, forest huts, group place
Making ancient scrolls (scroll, treasure map, parchment, deeds, etc.)
Concrete 10 Commandments tablets (Moses)
Make lentil soup over fire (Esau and Jacob)
Weave a slingshot (David and Goliath)
Climbing trees (rope technique post, rope ladder (Zacchaeus))
Make up (how can I spice up my disguise?)
Diorama (create miniature landscape with objects from nature and set scene or play "theater")
Introduce different types of theatre (puppet theatre by JS Dotzigen)
Tin casting (technique)
Making Torches (Gideon)
Jona in the fish belly
Rope Bridge (Escape across the Red Sea (or other scenes))
Grass heads (Four-part field)
Ground game on armor (Ephesians 6)
David in the cave with Saul (exciting storytelling and witnessing)

Post of the Ameislileitertag - Josef

Jacob's family - a picture puzzle
The favorite son - a starter idea for devotions
The colorful coat - weaving
The dream with the sheaves - puff betting game with drinking straws
The dream with the stars - Craft star hats from paper plates

https://www.youngstarswiki.org/en/wiki/art/besj-teamweekend-2012


In the sheep pasture - making senses
Caught in the Well - Catch Game
Caravan - song/singing game
Wholesale - Smell game
Sold for 20 silver pieces - skill game with münzen
the red coat - fabric fürben
Sünde is like an avalanche - an image für devotion
Captured and bound - bondage knots
In the slave market - game of catch
Homework at Potifar's - relay
Mrs Potifar falls in love - Memory
Joseph Runs Away - Play with PET Bottle Figures
Ttemptation - starter idea for devotional
Joseph in prison - skill trail
Hope in prison - Bible verse learning
The Bakers - Baking Ember Bread
The Cupbearer - Tasting Sensory Play
The Cupbearer's Dream - Natural History Quiz
The dream of the baker - skill trail
Forgetting - Memory KIM Game
Wait 2 Years - Schätz Game
The Dream of Pharaoh - Battle of the Crows and Ären game
A Meaningful Encounter - Shave Balloon
From prison to the king's court - ladder game
The Signet Ring - Signet Print
The golden chain - Gold chains made from pasta
Joseph is honored - Blachen chariot race
A new name - Hieroglyphics
7 fruitful years - Grain Gatherers Game
7 years of famine - natural history grain
The Brüder travel to Ägypten - devotional method with WC rolls
The Money in the Grain Bag - Staffette
Taking care of Benjamin - drawing blind
Gifting for Vice Pharaoh - decorating cookies
Back in Ägypten - peek-a-boo as a devotional method
The brüder are served - donkey füttern skill game
Astonishing table arrangement - make table cups and sets
filling corns - meeting game
the silver cup - tactile boxes
Judah stands up for Benjamin - club völk with PET bottles
Josef makes his presence known - Name get-to-know-you game with wool blanket
God did well - Bible verse learning
Moving to Ägypten - Moving Staffette
Forgiveness sets you free - devotional idea
In the land of the pyramids - pyramid puzzle game craft
Wüsten Sand - Crafting Sand Cards
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